
The Play / Pause feature is offered exclusively on the Moon Controller handheld remote and is applicable to Route and Anchor GPS
Modes ONLY. Pausing Route or Anchor mode stops the motor and puts system into Manual mode allowing you to steer around obstacles
or net a fish and then resume (Play) the previous mode.
 
Using PLAY / PAUSE in Route mode
How to Use

  1. At any point during an acve Route press
 
 2. You may now use any of the manual controls, Vector, Heading Lock, or Anchor.

 3. Press the center Prop          buon to get back to Manual mode.

 4. To resume your Route press 

 5. Your boat will resume your Route from the next closest route point.

Using PLAY / PAUSE in Anchor mode
HHow to Use
 1. While in anchor mode press 

 2. You may now use any of the manual controls, Vector or Heading Lock.

 3. Press the center Prop          buon to get back to Manual mode.

 4. To go back to your anchor point press

 5. Your boat will now return to your anchor point and re-engage anchor.

PLAY / PAUSE

Fishing Scenario
You are running a Route along a shoreline and find a school of fish. You decide that you would like to stop and anchor in that location
and make a few casts. You catch a fish while anchored here and while fighting the fish you need to leave the anchor spot to chase it
down. While chasing the fish you use the Heading Lock mode to keep your boat on a straight trajectory. Upon landing the fish you want
to return to your anchor spot to make a few more casts. After completing a few more casts in this anchor location you decide to
continue following your original route down the shoreline.

AdAdvanced Play / Pause Steps:
While running your route along the shoreline, to pause your route press        . To anchor at the school of fish and make a few casts

press         . To leave the anchor spot first press        , then you can use manual controls to chase down a hooked fish. Press         to use

Heading Lock mode to keep your boat on a straight trajectory while chasing down the fish. After landing the fish, to return to your

anchor spot, first press          to return to manual mode, then press         to return to your anchor point. After completing a few casts, first

press          to return to manual mode then press         to return to your original route.

  


